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Abstract. This paper introduces the notion of the star operator of degree two, and studies properties 
of the closure of the family of finite languages under the operations, union, concatenation, the 
Kleene star, and the star operator of degree two: this closure is a proper subfamily of the family 
of context-free languages. 
Regular expressions are important both in theoretical fields and applicative fields. 
Especially the Kleene star plays an important role. It woul be convenient if we 
had expressions for denoting context-free languages withou nonterminal symbols 
or complicated operators. 
This p+cr introduces the notion of the star operator of degree two: the Kleene 
star is regarded as ;he star operator of degree one. We study properties of the class 
of extended regular languages of star degree at most two over an alphabet X, in 
short ERL(2, t”), which is the closure of the family of finite languages under the 
operations, knion, concatenation, the Kleene star, and the star operator of degree 
two. We also introduce the class of completely linearly nested context-free languages 
over 2, in short CLNCFL(Z), and skw that these two classes of languages are the 
same. We also study certain other properties of ERL(2,Z); for example, we show 
the incomparableness of inclusion problems between 
(1) ERL(2,Z) and the class of linear languages, and 
(2) ERL(2, Z) and the class of deterministic context-free languages, etc. 
2,Z). Section 5 prese 
tended regular expressis 
incomparableness of th 
ily of co~~text~ 
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zi is a finite nonempty alphabet. A is the null word. Q) is the empty set. For any 
w E Z*, l(w) is the length of w, and wR is the reverse of w. For Lc C*, LR = 
{ w”l w E L). For any alphabets V, V' and w E V*, V'(w) is the set of symbols in V' 
which appear in w, and for any A E V, #,&v) is the number of occ=Jrrences of A 
in w. For a set , #B is the eardinalitv of B. 
ERE(2,Z) is the class of extended regular expressions of star degree 
* at most two over X, in short the class of er expressions over 2, and is defined 
inductively as follows. 
(ij h, 8, LZEERE(~,.X) for ~EC. 
(2) If n 2 I and EO, E,,, . . . , El,, Ezl,. . . , Ezn E ERE(2, Z), 
then ElluE12, EJ&, (EJ”, and (El, ,..., E,,, EO, EZ1 ,..., EJ** are all in 
ERE(2,Z). 
(3) No other expressions are in ERE(2,Z). 
2.2. (1) For the purpose of clarity, we often employ the following rep- 
resentation, 
instead of (Ells. . - , E,., Eo, Ezl,. . . , E2,)**; 
(2) For each E E ERE(2, JZ), unnecessary parentheses are often deleted. 
nition 2.3. The languages 1 E 1 represented by E E ERE(2,Z) are defined induc- 
tively as follows. 
(Ij lhl= M, Ml= 0, Ial= for a&S; 
(2) IEluE2~=l&Iu!Ezl; 
~E~E~~=~EI~IE~~={~w~~EIE,~, +52l>; 
Ids= IE[*= 6 1~1~; 
i=o 
U lElj,l* l l IElj,IIEOlJE2j,(. * *I i- jIv...,j,- n 
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ERL(2, Z) is the class of er languages over 2. 
Ex . (1) I(a, A, @““I = {a”t+ 3 0); 
A context-free grammar G (over Z), in short a cf grammar, is a 4-tuple, ( V 2, P, S), 
where V is the finite set of variables, P is the finite set of productions, and S is the 
start symbol in V A production of G is i-if the form A-, *W, where A E V and 
WE ( Vu 2)*. E(G) iS ihe U3ilkXt-fRtZ iaiigu;age, iri Sbrt ihe CT imguage, generated 
by G. 
._ 
2.6. Wh~nP=P,lp*.*uP,and_Pi=(A,~ W,Il~j~k,)forl~iam,we 
often write as follows: 
P: A,+ WI, 1 W,,l. c .I Mllli, 
. 
. 
An + WI1 I wdl. - *I W?nk,,,* 
nition 2.7. A completely linearly nested context-free grammar, in short a clncf 
grammar, is a cf grammar G = ( V, 2, P, S) which satisfies the following: 
(1) Vislinearlyordered,thatis, V={A,,...,A,)andA,>A,>**+A,; 
(2) for any i, 1 <isn, and WE(VU.Z)*, if Ai+ WEP, then #A,(W)4 and 
v( w)c tA,9 Ai+I 9 l - - 3 Arzl* 
For any clncf grammar G, L(G) is called a completely linearly nested context-free 
language, in short a clncf language. 
2,8. CLNCFL(2) is the class of clncf languages over C. 
The proot’ of the following proposition is clear. 
For any E E ERE(2, Z), Ids = I(E, A, x)**I = I(x, h, E)**I. 
Due to Proposition 2.9, the Kleene star in the definition of ERE(2, Z) 
can be deP&ed, but for convenience of notation, we employ the Kleene star. 
roof 
The following theorem is one of the main results of t 
ERL(2, C) = CLNCFL(C). 
. For any E E ). 
e use induction on the number o 
ihi ,- if~l. 101 E ~~~~~~~~~~ ik- 
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Inductive step: We hze *he Mlowing four cases. Bn cases (l)-(3) below, there 
exist cincf grammars 6, = ( V, ,2, Pi , S,) and G2 = ( Vz, %, Pz, S,) which generate 
(E, 1 and I&l, respectively, by induction. Moreover we may assume that V, n Vz = 0. 
Case (1): E = E, u E2. Let Gr and Gz be as above. The follc-ding G = ( V, 2; P, S) 
satisfies the condition for E: 
(1.1) v= V,U &J(S); 
(1.2) P= P*UP,us+s,Is* 
Case (2): E = E,E2. Let G, and Gt be as above. The following G = (V, Z, P, S) 
satisfies the condition for E: 
(2.1) v= v&J v&+s); 
(2.2) P= P,u P,uS+S,S,. 
Case (3): E = (El)*. Let G, be as above. The following G = ( V, & P, S) satisfies 
the condition for E: 
(3.1) v= v, u {S}; 
(3.2) P = P, u s+ AISI(S,S. 
Case (4): 
Let Gli = (Vii, 2, PIi, Sli), Go= (Vo, 2, PO, So) and Gzi = (Vzi, X, Pz;, Szi) be clncf 
grammars which generate 1 E,iJ, ’ E,,J, and I Ezil, respectively, for 1~ i s YI, where we 
may assume that the set { V,;, Vo, Vzi I 1 s i s n} is pairwise disjoint. 
The following G = ( V, 2, P, S) satisfies the condition for E: 
(‘ml) V= VGU {S)U (lJy=* (Vii U Vzi)); 
(4.2) 2~ P’u P~u (Uy=, (PIi ti Pzi)), 
where P’= s-+ s*~s,,ss,,~s,,ss,,(. . .p,,ss2,. a 
ark 3.3. In the above proof, it would be clear how we should give the ordering 
to V in G. 
For any Lc CLNCFL(Z), there exists E E ERE(2, X) such :kat IE~= L. 
. Let LE CLNCFL(Z), and G = ( V, 2, aP, S) be a clncf grammar which gener- 
ates L. The proof is by induction on # V 
Basis: # V = 1. P is of the form 
P= S-, a,la,l. . .Ia,Ix,S_v,Ix,Sy,i. . .jx,Sy,, 
where m,nHand a,,x,,y,EZ’* for 16ism and lsjan. 
The following E satisfies the condition 
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Inductive step: Let V = {A, T . . . , A,), and A, > l l l > A,,. We may assume that 
S=A,. r” is of the form 
P=A,-+?J!! . . . I I V!, 
I h% v,*f. l *I h#4 v,, 
I Kl. - 4 w*r 
where vri E C* and Vii, Vzj, WI,,. E ((AZ,. . .,A,}uT:)* for l<isp, l<j<q and 
lSkSr,andforx~yA,+ WEP’,2stsn. 
By induction, we can define E( W) E ERF(2,Z 9 for any WE ({A,, . . . , A,,) u 2)” 
as follows: 
(1) if WEZ*, then E(W)= W; 
{2) if W= x~B,x~B~...x,B,,x,+~ for x;ELP*, 1~ is U+ l,and B’E {Az,...,A,}, 
1 s j G u, then 
E(W) =x;E(B,)x#(B,). ‘ ~XuE(Bu)Xu+~, 
where E(Bj) E ERE(2, C) and lE( Bj)l= L( V, Z, P, Bj) for 1 s js U. 
Now the following E satisfies the condition. 
,uIlu** l I,,UE(W,,)U-•uE(W,,), 
lementary properties 0 
reposition 4.1. (1) ERL(2, C) is closed under the reversal operation. 
(2) ERL( 2, C) is closed under the ERL(2, C )-substitution. 
(3) ERJ-42, C) is not cbsed under the intersection when #I5 z 2. 
(4) ERL(2, C) is not closed under the complement when #.I5 2 2. 
. (1) is clear; (2) is also clear where we note that ERL(2,2)-substitution is a 
substitution _f’: ,r* + A* sue that for each a E U2, 
we note the following E, , E2 E ERL(2, C) where I= ( , w: 
Ez = a*M, h, a)**. Ttsen IE,I n lEzl = (a”i?“a” / 73 2 this is not contextfree (see 
[S, 61). (4) follows fr’ro 
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emar JO When #C = 1. ERL(2,Z) coincides RL(Z), the class of regular 
languages over -C, since CFL(T:) 2 ERL(2,E) 1 RL(SI) xnd < ‘Y G) = RL(Z) when 
#C=i. 
nition 4.3. The intersection problem for ERL(2,Z) k the problem of deciding 
whether or nat L, p. Lz = 0 for any given I+, L2 E ERL(2,Z). 
The intersection problem for ERL(2,Z) is undecidable. 
roof. The proof will proceed similarly as the proof af Proposition 8.3.1 and Lemma 
8.4.1 in [5]. We shall prove the undecidability for the case where #Z: 3 3: it will be 
clear that a proper encoding of {a, b, c}* onto {a, b}* would imply the assertion for 
the case where #Cc = 2. 
Let & = (a. ?I+ and Z=(a,b,c}. For any nzl and 2=(x, ,..., x,)E((&)+)~, 
define L(i) by 
Then L(X) E ERL(2, t”) since we have the following E( 2) denoting L(Z): 
For 9 = (J-*,. . . , yn) E ((2X0)‘)“, L(Z, 7) is defined by 
L(Z, y) = L(js)(c)( L(p))R- 
Then L(Z,~QE ERL(2, C) since we have the following E(X, 7) denoting 
L(Z, F): qg,jq = E(.Qc(E(~))~, where (E(y))R is the reverse expression of E(y). 
Let L, = { w,cw,cw~cw~ 1 w, , w2 E (i&J’}. Then we have the following E( L,) denot- 
ing L,: 
acEOca v bcE,cb, 
, aca v bcb, 
ow we can see that 
= (t, ct,ctqct; 1 t, = 12 = X,, i i e Xlc = yi, l a a yi,}. 
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Thus L(X, 7) n L, P (15 iff there exists a solution to the Post Correspondence Problem 
of (Z9 7). Sk,:: the Post Correspondence Problem is undecidable, the intersection 
problem for EXk(2,Z ) is also undecidable when #C 3 2. C 
IO .I. E E ERE(2, Z) is A-free if A does not appear in E. 
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem. 
5.2. For any E E ERE(2, Z), there exists a h-free E'E ERE(2,Z) such that 
IE'I=IEI-(A}. 
FY.;-& TLPS -0. 
111G ylOOf iS ’ by induction on the number of operators in E. 
i3aiis: E = A, 8, or a for a E C. The assertion is clear. 
Inductive step: We consider four cases. 
Case (1): E = El LJ Ez. By induction, there exist A-free E i, E> E ERE(2, C) such 
thatiE;i=l~,l--(A}andl~~I=I~~l-{~}.Weput E’=E\uE~.Theassertionisclear. 
Case (2): E = El Ez. By induction, there exist A-free Ei , E$ E ERE(2, C) such 
that IE~I=IE,I--{A} and IE~~=IE&-{A}. We consider four subcases. 
(2.1) hElE,lnl&l. We put E'=E:uEiuE:Ei. 
(2.2) AE[&I and Xffl~~(. We put E'=E$vE',Ei. 
(2.3) A&IE,I and AE IEJ. We put E'=E',uE:ES. 
(2.4) As$E&JIE& We put E'=E:E$. 
It is clear t&t lE'l= IEI -(A}. 
Case (3): E = (E,)*. By induction, there exists a A-free E: E E Ei2,Z) sucF t,hat 
IE:I=IE~I-{A)JV~~U~ E?= E {( E i)*. The assertion is clear. 
Case (4): 
We consider five subcases. 
(3.1) E,, = x. :,’ I1 - i, therY [E/ - ~Eo~~21j*~. Zy GS~S (2), (3), the assertio 
clear. If n 2 2, then 
This case is reduce to the case of PI - 
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(4.2) EZr = A. As Case (4.1){ this case is reduced to the case of I( E,,)* Eel or n - 1. 
(4.3) Eli = A for some i, 2 s i s n. We have 
This case is reduced to Case (4.1). 
(4.4) Ezi = A for some i, 2 1 < is n. This case is reduced to Case (4.2). 
(4.5) Eli, Ez; # A for all i, 1 s is n. We consider three subcases. 
(4.51) AE IE,,I. There exists a A-free E{, E ERE(2, 
Then we have 
C) suchthat IE:,I=IE,,I-{A}. 
Moreover if A E (E~,( E*,)*I, then by Cases (2), (3), there exists a A-free f& E 
ERE(2J) such that IES,~=~E,,(E,,)*~-{A}. Then we have 
PI = , (E;,)“&(E;,)*, 
(4.5.2) A E I E-J. We consider in the same way as in Case (4.51). 
(4.5.3) By repeating the argument of Cases (4.5.1), (4.5.2) for 2~ i G n, we may 
assume that E,, and EZi are A-free for all i, 1.. I < ‘S n. By induction, there exists a 
A-free EWE ERE(2,Z) such that IE:I= I E,,I -{A}. l[f AC 1~~1, then we put 
If A = Eq j then we have 
. 
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Finally, if lEoI = IA u E&l and I&i # (b, then we have 
Now the assertion is clear. q 
&wee 
Let LCFL(Z) be the family of linear languages over 2, ULCFL(Z) be the family 
of ultralinear languages over 2, DCFL(T:) be the family of deterministic context-free 
languages over Z, and ACFL(Z) be the family of unambiguous context-free 
languages over C (for detailed definitions, see [fi, 6-j). 
. (l)ERL(2, y’> .-- LCFL(Z) f 0; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Here 
ERL(2,Z) - ULCFL(Z) # 0; 
ERL(2,Z) - DCFL(Z) # 0; 
ERL(2,Z)-ACFL(Z) #& 
LCFL(Z) - ERL(2, r;) # 0; 
ULCFL(Z) - ERL(2, Z) # 0; 
DCFL(2’) - ERL(2,X) # 0; 
ACFL(X)-ERL(2,2)#0. 
#CS4. 
roof. (I) Mows from (2) since LCFL(C) c ULCFL(C). 
(2) Yamasaki [83 proved that L, = ({a”cb” I n 3 l}d j*B ULCFL(Z). But we have 
the following E, denoting L, : 
E, == ((a, acb, b)**d )*. 
(3) It is well known that & = { WW~I w E {a, b}*} ti DCFL(C). We have the follow- 
ing Ez denoting L,: 
&=(($ A, (;))**. 
(4) It is well known that L,={a”b”c”8”~n~l,m~l)u{a”b’“c”‘d”~n~l, rn> 
l}a ACFL(Z’) (see [5,6]). We have the following E3 denoting k3: 
E3 = (a, ab, b)**(c, cd, d)** u (a, a(b, bc, c)“*d, d)**. 
et C = (a, b, c) and consider the f’ollowi 
where Q = {S, is 
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We shall prove that L(G) cf ERL(2,X). Assume the contrary. Then there exists a 
h-free E E ERE(2,Z) enoting L(G). We first note the following claim. 
(1) For any w E L(G), there exist v E C* such that w = cabavR; 
) n C*‘abaX*abaZ* = L(G) n C=% bC*= L(G)nZ*bbat”“4; 
(3) for any u, v9 w, x, y E Z”, if dvy’w E L(G) for all GO, then l(x) = l(y). 
roof. ii) and (2) are clear by definition. For (3), a;dsumc that ux’vy’w E L(G) for 
i 2 0, and l(x) f I(y). Assume that l(x) > l(y) (the other case is symmetrie). 
for some sufficiently large i > 0, it holds that I(x’) > 21( trvy’w) +3. From (l), xi = 
x,,abax, for some x0, x, E C*. But then ux%y2iw = ux,abax,x,abax, vy”w E L(G), 
which is a contradiction to (1). El 
We can complete the proof of (5) as follows. Let n be the number of all occurrences 
of symbols in C which appear in E. Consider the following word w: 
W= (a 
niicbn* ic)n’laba(cbn+lcant’)n~i, 
Clearly w E L(G). Thuc w is spelled in E. We associate to each x E E which appears 
in E the position: i, where i is a positive integer and denotes the fact that x appears 
at the ith position of E from the left: thus for w, there exists a sequence of pairs, 
((x,, il), (x2, i,), . . . , (x,,, i,)), where w = x,x2. . .xp, x1 = l l l = x,1+1 = a, x,+? = c, 
X n+3-"'=Xzn+3- -i?,..., etc,, and each 4 is the position of Xj in E. 
Due to the definition of n, there exist j, 1, ji, such that 1 c j, 1 <j: l s n + 1 and 
r-j,, = ii;, . Here we remark that because of Claim 6.2(3), there does not exist a 
subexpression of E of the form (H)*. Thus the i,,,th position occurs in the scope 
of ** with the form of . . . . 0 ak , . . . 
** . 
‘ 
** 
. 
. 
. 
. . . , 0) . - - ’ 7 or . . . : ,..., ak ii 1 i)) . . . . . . 
Similarly there exist j,, , j:, such that n + 3 sj,, <j& d 2n + 3 and &, = ij;, . 
Thus the i,,,th position occurs in the .,VvPr “. CP_~E~ _+F ** ii~;th the f-e-m fif ““1C.1 L.‘U I”‘111 “1 ** ‘ 
. 
1’ . . . ) or . . . i iii ii) 
** 
9---Y ir . . . . 
I 
. 
. 
. . / . - i I 
From Claim 6.2(2)j it is clear that 
are distinct, 
the sequence of integers, 
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Thus E has a subexpression of one of the following equivalent form (a k may be 
in the upper place to . ..(! ,..., i)**...): 
I . . . (t,.:.,;)**.. . . 
3’**9 L . . . . . ak . . . 
Tinus one of the following holds. 
(I) There exist uO, u,, u2, upz E* and v,,, w,, v,, wl, u2 E C+ such that 
u,( 2.4, v~wov~~2)i~,~4~3 E 1451 for all i, j 2= 0; 
(2) There exist uo, ul, u2, u3 E * and vo, vl, v,, wo, ~7, E 2’ such that 
uov~wo( u, vjl w, D~u~)~u~ E IEI for all i, j 2 0. 
This is a contradiction to Claim 6.2(3). This completes the proof of (5). 
Now (6)-{8; follow from the proof of (5) if we note that L( 6) E ULCFL(C) n 
DCFL(Z) n ACFL(Z). Cl 
emark 6.3. (I) After completing this article, the authors noticed that ERL(2, C) 
is a subfazilI4 of the family of sequemial context-free languages introduced by 
Shamir [7]: tbc relations between these families will be discussed in another article. 
(2)-(5) in Theorem 6.1 follow from Example 1 and Theorem 3 in [II] as noticed 
in [8]: consider the language, L=={xcx~IxE (a”ba”cu*)*}, where C ={a, b, c}. But 
our proof is 9ew, and our language in LCFL(Z)- ERL(2, C) is different from &. 
n a forthcoming paper, we want to introduce the notion of star 
operators of arbitrary degree. 
(2) It is an open question whether the equivalence problem for E 
decidable. 
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